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Welcome to the edge of space, where the deadliest of battles are fought on
the high seas! Every day you have to fight with your metal clad grunts for
food, water and oxygen. You are the Admiral of your fleet, the one who must
make the best decisions to enable your crew to make the right moves. Fiery
Disaster is a fast-paced and challenging game that revolves around ship
battles. It's very difficult and you must use your brain to win! The best part of
the game is that you can win and get to the NEXT round. You may get to the
last round of the game. Features: - Addictive, high-score and leaderboard
system - 13 unique and challenging stages - 5 different fleets each with
different characteristics - Beautiful and distinctive high-resolution graphics Interactive dashboard - Two different game modes: Arcade and the more
difficult Survival - Torpedo bombing - Arming your ships - Naval simulation With no respawn, you are only getting the maximum score you can. - Nothing
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can be repeated. What is bugging you in Fiery Disaster: There are many issues
and bugs in Fiery Disaster, and we are working hard to fix them as soon as
possible. This may take up to a week or a month depending on the severity of
the bug and how much time we have free for fixing. Here is a list of the most
important bugs and other issues in this version: - Wrong score shown after
each level (caused by the wrong game state handling) - Will not arm your
ships - In a few stages you can lose your ship - Wrong position of your boats Ships can disappear - You can see your fighters no longer when you are in the
hangar - There is no protection against crashes - Some stages are broken Some levels have too high gravity or zero gravity - Some fleet bosses can’t be
fought anymore - The game can crash - The screen may freeze - Some objects,
like trees, appear too far away About Us: 'Developing fun games with passion
for games and the mobile technology' is the main goal of KONOSEEK GAMES.
KONOSEEK GAMES, founded in 2008, has a few working titles which are more
than 200,000 downloads. The developers have been working on new games
for years now and are ready with some top quality games to be

Features Key:
BMW and Audi in-game car customization
High-quality 3D models
High-quality graphics
Realistic physics
Real-time driving on realistic roads
Collision physics make the whole game challenging
Five different vehicle classes.
Imitate famous race drivers like Ayrton Senna, Lewis Hamilton, or Sebastian Vettel; the choice is
yours.
Levels of difficulty: Easy / Medium / Hard to Extreme / No Limits
Level design ideas have been taken from classic tracks like Nurburgring, Silverstone and Spa
Usable 3-dimensional steering wheel with all movements
3D cockpit view mode
3D map with Race, Stats, and Settings pages
A custom car money system - you start with a new car with a low price
A new IAP system with best in-game purchases
Different types of races: Sprint, Endurance, Drift, Dual, RallyCross, etc.
You can earn your reputation points and triumphs in multiplayer mode.
32 supported languages.
Developers will include faster vehicles than an average car to be able
Developers and fans of the original wheel physics are the first to get
Excellent original soundtrack designed by The Deep Freeze.
Rocket Fist

NOT JUST CARS, OUR GAME IS ALL ABOUT DRIVING!
Rocket Fist is not just a game, it is an entire world of driving with the main goal – to collect as many points
and beat rivals as possible!
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You drive your car through a forest, city, and mountain. Feel the
grass, the air, and the stones under your tires!
Rocket Fist

ROCKET FIST FEATURES:
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